Stochastic signal inputs for chemotactic response in Dictyostelium cells revealed by single molecule imaging techniques.
Chemotactic cells can exhibit extreme sensitivity to chemical gradients. Theoretical estimations of the signal inputs required for chemotaxis suggest that the response can be achieved under the strong influence of stochastic input noise generated by the receptors during the transmembrane signaling. This arises a fundamental question regarding the mechanisms for directional sensing: how do cells obtain reliable information regarding gradient direction by using stochastically operating receptors and the downstream molecules? To address this question, we have developed single molecule imaging techniques to visualize signaling molecules responsible for chemotaxis in living Dictyostelium cells, allowing us to monitor the stochastic signaling processes directly. Single molecule imaging of a chemoattractant bound to a receptor demonstrates that signal inputs fluctuate with time and space. Downstream signaling molecules, such as PTEN and a PH domain-containing protein that are constituent parts of chemotactic signaling system, can also be followed at single molecule level in living cells, illuminating the stochastic nature of chemotactic signaling processes. In this report, we start with a brief introduction of chemotactic response of the eukaryotic cells, followed by an explanation for single molecule imaging techniques, and finally discuss these applications to chemotactic signaling system of Dictyostelium cells.